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[Probably from Elizabeth Gwillim to her friend, Miss Thoburn, n.d.] 
 
(1) [Extract from Miss Thoburn's letter] 

I spent yesterday morning with Dr Anderson he is very attentive and his Garden contains 
all the useful plants that bear hot climates and all the trees that are either useful or beautiful his 
attention is wholly given to the Fruit and Forest trees of large growth His great pride is having 
brought into this country the Bastard Cedar it thrives here exceedingly is found in every Hedge 
row & is certainly a great acquisition in a tropical climate - it is a native of Jamaica It's Verdure is 
very fine & the foilage [sic] most profuse even after the greatest drought the country can 
experiance [sic] It's leaves are food for the cattle when scarcely a blade of grass can be 
obtained I think it is more like a lime tree (but fuller of leaves than any tree) & is like that tree 
covered with Flowers that have a honey smell - The Natives who have seldom any delight in 
novelties are very fond of this tree they have a superstitious respect for bees & as this tree 
smells of honey they set a great value upon it & if they do not go [word crossed out] so far as to 
be industrious in planting it they take the greatest care in sheltering & protecting any young 
trees of it they find springing up either in the roads or about their huts Dr Anderson boasts that 
he wants no cultivation of it as he has the crows very active in aiding him the fruit or nut of the 
tree has a smell by which they are attracted & they carry them into (2) all their retreats & in such 
places they attempt to open them but the shell being too hard they leave it & after the rainy 
season it springs up Wee [sic] have a great many trees of it about our grounds & one fine large 
tree that shades the whole of side of the house where Mr G has his study its branches sweep 
the ground on one side & spread over the Verando [sic] on the other so that when one sits in 
that one seems directly under the tree the squirrels run up & down the branches all day they are 
very pretty & very numerous all about the houses & gardens here Dr A made me particularly 
notice one tree which is a great height & size smooth [word crossed out] shined & is eighteen 
Feet in circumference this tree is only 12 years old it is no longer ago that his garden had not a 
shrub & at present it is a forest this place has undergone an entire change within these Five & 
twenty years at that time the plain on which Madras stands was without any plantations & it is 
now an entire Grove with roads cut through it in different directions, wee [sic] have all the variety 
& beauty that wood & water & works of art can produce on a plain washed on the one side by 
the sea & every where crowded with inhabitants whose natural grace exceeds what wee [sic] 
see represented in the finest ancient sculpture 

Here are frequent groves of Cocoa Palms the head of these form a fine shade whilst the 
tall stems leaves the ground on which they grow clear for the purposes of the Indians under 
these therefore they delight to build their Villages They raise in the more artfully constructed 
houses about two feet of brick which they cover with coarse mortar or Chinam incloseing [sic] 



one or two small rooms in the corners they stick Bamboo sticks about 2 or five feet high & these 
support a kind of hurdle or mat made each of a Cocoa Palm leaf by turning down on each side 
divisions & plaiting it into a sort of matt [sic] The middle stem is set in the clay or mortar & this is 
the wall of the house the roof is generally the same but is sometimes of the Palmyra leaf spread 
over each other like fans a house if it is to be raised from the ground costs I understand 6 or 
seven half crowns a fresh built house looks very green & gay but becomes brown almost as 
soon as a ribbon wou'd fade They look however not less beautiful when brown if they are kept in 
tolerable order, doors windows & chimneys I have not said any thing of because they know 
nothing of them the [sic] use their houses as a shelter from rains & sun and wou'd consider any 
aperture but that [word crossed out] necessary to (3) to come in at as an imperfection their 
cooking is performed without the house where also they sleep in matts [sic] unless prevented by 
the rains & for doors they need not lock up their houses when they go from home they have no 
liquor but water and their meat & rice is bought daily & their wealth is always carried about 
them. What they acquire by labour they have in Gold of the purest kind they do not put it bags or 
boxes but send it to the Goldsmith who fashions it into earings [sic], bracelets, arm clasps belts 
ornaments for the hair nose-rings toe rings & bands with belts for the ancles [sic] & ranges of 
necklaces The gold is given to him in coin & he returns it undiminished in weight however fine 
the workmansh[ip] but receives pay according to his labour which however very moderate their 
ornaments are their resource in misfortunes they talk of them as money & always tell you how 
many pagodas are in each the youngest & middle aged Woman are loaded with finery but there 
is something very melancholy in observing that old women are generally destitute of them. They 
seldom (never in these parts at present) burn themselves when they lose their husbands but his 
sickness funeral expences [sic] (4) & superstitious ceremonies take all their ornaments a 
Gentoo widow if she be childless which appears to be frequently the case is as great an object 
of pity as can be seen she has little left to make life desirable and is frequently compelled after 
being disused to labour to earn her subsistance [sic] by some fatiguing employment & to add to 
her wretchedness it is expected of her that she does not take any pains in her cleaning her hair 
or person they are cleanly people & consider dirt (as we humorously call it sometimes) mourning 
& never permit their persons to be dirty but in affliction a Widow is not allowed to marry again 
though her husband die when she is not more than 5 or 6 years old & before they have lived 
together. an Indian village makes no appearance no smoke or smell of cheerful hearths apprize 
[sic] you of it before you come to it when you do the little huts concealed under the trees wou'd 
hardly draw your attention the chattering in the Bazars [sic] however & the crowds of people that 
are employed about them will give you a notion of the numbers they contain there is generally a 
Choultry or two near each of these places these are richly ornamented with carved worked work 
but they are seldom more than a Portico inclosed on three the roof being supported (5) in front 
by a row of columns from six to eight [word crossed out] some of these Choultries have back 
apartments & if they are endowed Bramins live in or near them who boil rice for travellers & it is 
a religious duty in the rich to build and endow them all the towns are full of them as well as 
those so frequent on the road sides they afford no earthly shelter conveniance [sic] in general 
but a shelter from rain a well of good water generally near them If the weather be dry the 
travellers seem not to sleep within the Choultry all the convenience any of these people require 
for sleeping is a bit of matt [sic] in which they wrap their bundle this they spread under them on 



the ground & then loosening the muslin they have wrapped round them they spread it over their 
bodies & feet & the same quantity of muslin which they wear on their heads is also in part let 
down & covers wraps up the head & hangs down like a Cloak thus protected they lie down to 
sleep secure from muskatoes [sic] or any other teazing [sic] flies which are all they have to fear 
Plantains one can hardly one can hardly [sic] call trees but the sorts are innumerable some are 
very good They are like Pears when you eat them some sorts less juicy but warm to the 
stomach indeed they are perfect food which is an advantage of many of the Fruits here The 
Rajah Plantains is as fine a Fruit as ever I eat Oranges are dark Green outside are remarkably 
juice & sweet the peal [sic] has an aromatick [sic] flavour the Tamarind is a very beautiful Tree & 
very high ---- 

 
[Nancy Greens letter from Mrs G, copy in an unknown hand] 

This is a very pleasant country for those who are never tired of Company Balls dinners 
&c but wee [sic] have no Publick [sic] amusements it is a Pleasant Country too for those who 
have any curiosity to know the history of the world which may be studied to advantage amongst 
the oldest nation of the world now mixed with the most Polished modern ones Or to those who 
delight as I do in the Production of nature I have received a considerable degree of attention 
since I came here & even the servants bring me whatever they find that has not fallen in, [... ?] I 
am somtimes [sic] so tired with looking at novelies [sic] till I somtimes [sic] wish they were less 
numerous this extraordinary People their habitations the animals their utencels [sic] for the 
purposes to which they are applyed applied are so new & curious & excite my attention as to the 
Hindoos the Original inhabitants of the Country you will aquire [sic] the best notion of them from 
the Bible the alusions [?] & discreptins [sic] there (6) will correspond with whatever these people 
do at this day & it is pretty clear that they have not chainged [sic] thier [sic] manners since the 
time of Moses probably they are still older the women dress in the same manner & hold the 
same place in society the wifes [sic] and daughters of the richest people go to the well for water 
- In the morning they are less Ornamented but in afternoon when they fetch water for their great 
meat which is always at night they wear all their ornaments frequently the weight of a thousand 
Pagodas in gold a pagoda is eight shillings workd [sic] into the most delicate shapes & mixt with 
pearls rubies & emeralds and an equal weight of sillver [sic] on their toes & legs & in rings 
strings of bells making a double fringe round their feet & large bands that wear their legs in pits 
with the weight all of them have a grasefull [sic] manner of walking beyond our best publick [sic] 
[word crossed out] performers their trinkets & except thos [sic] on the nose for which I cannot 
yet acquir [sic] a taste are disposed with great taste & the large quantity of thin musling [sic] 
which they fold about them without seem or shape without pin or string or any fastening but the 
folds has more elegance in it than any contrivence [sic] that needles & scissors could give. 
When a set of these women walks from the well with their Bright Vaces [sic] on their heads they 
look more dignified than you can imagine & the flowers they add their dress any feast time gives 
them an air of gaiety that is very pleasant - as to the Moor people as they are calld [sic] the 
Arabian nights will give you an almost exact description they are more shewey [sic] delighting in 
the most brilliant colour this tast [sic] in the wealthy moor people is very admerable [sic] & they 
produce very fine effects from their mode of dress. But the lower order look dirty paltry & 
uncomfortable whereas the very poorest of the Hindoes [sic] look clean even the Cast that do 



nothing but mend the roads & are not alowd [sic] to live the towns look neat they weare [sic] 
nothing but white with a narrow border & tho it is coarse it is clean & the bright sunshine of this 
country it makes a brilliant clearness to all coulers [sic] these people are I think the Handsomest 
casts and are remarkably good but no might can raise the people from their Original casts the 
woman are very pretty (7) wear a gread [sic] deal of Ornaments & if they have not gold content 
themselves with Brass & beads their arms are covered with bands & braslets [sic] they work 
with their Husbands the men dig or raise the work & the women carry the matterels [sic] in small 
baskets on their heads with a Child in one arm or rather on riding on the hip as they do here - 
they will carry a load that a strong man cannot easily raise however the men set it their heads 
where they seem able to bear it & they walk with infinite chearfulness [sic] & spirits when they 
arive [sic] at the place the burden is to be set down they put up their hands & shove it forward 
they do not take long walks but merly [sic] carry the metereals [sic] from the heap to the 
workman 
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[Probably from Elizabeth Gwillim, to an unknown recipient, n.d.] 
 
(1) When I came here I found the Country in the finest verdure possible & the trees in blow in 
which state they have remained ever since and it is now 6 months. this climate is lovely from 
Novr. to March the mornings are cold or else it is much like a pleasant summer in England & the 
corn feilds [sic] & Hedges look much alike but it is rice not wheat. I have in my own Garden 
plenty of Turnips very good carrots rather short but sweet french beans very good - & a sort of 
bean eat shelled of the Country. The Country Green a very nice vegetable English Cabbage 
with poor hearts, but sweet green peas of a small sort but extreamly [sic] good - Cucumbers, 
Endive quite white parsley, Mint, - besides which we have cellery [sic]; excellent spinach, 
mustard cress - small lettuces sage & almost every thing but broad beans Caulliflower [sic] & 
brocoli [sic] which will not do here yet for Gardening &c has not been attended to here till lately 
but I doubt not but everything wou'd grow except peas all the rest is to be had the whole year 
Potatoes grow in the North & we have many vegetables of the Country The Oranges are very 
fine the Limes in abundance. Melons Pine apples - are very good [word crossed out] Grapes do 
not come till april & May The Plantains are a nice fruit the Pears & the Guavas are a good pick 
some think they have the flavour of a strawberry & so they have but they have a forbidding 
smell on the outside like Onions (2) The Mango of the best kind is as large as a pint bason1 of 
the colour shape & texture of an Apricot but juicy & rich with a good deal of the fine apple 
flavour & almost too rich for me of the green ones they make tarts which very well supply the the 
[sic] worst of Apples - here are also various fruits of an acid not good for [words crossed out] 

 
 

1 A dish in which pudding is baked (see E. Taylor, The Lady's, Housewife's, and Cookmaid's Assistant 
1799) 



eating but excellent for tarts amongst them the Callacca2 so like a Gooseberry that I am not 
sorry at all that you have done more for they are quite as good with the advantage of the fresh 
taste - Raspberries Strawberries and burberries are most esteemed here. English Pickles are 
very valuable we pay 3/6 per Bottle for vineger [sic] English but I only give it company for I think 
the country vineger [sic] just as good - which is made of Tody or Arrack a liquor drawn from the 
Cocoa Palm tree. 

The fatted Beef is too rich for me the leaner sort is sweet but small & not tender. All sorts 
of Poultry are as fine as in the london markets & we have sea, & river fish in great profusion the 
sole, the mullet & the Skate and Eels are all like the english indeed the shell fish Oysters Crabs 
shrimps & prawns ar [sic] large as the tail of a lobster and very fine here are also some other 
kinds. Veal is very delicate but small Pork & roasting Pigs very good of the China sort breed 
China hams are good and they make good bacon in this place the mutten [sic] when fat is very 
nice but you must feed it yourself they have no wool but short hair they are very full of meat - 
very fine grained you may buy a wether3 [?] sort of sheep - alive for about three shillings the Kid 
is most delicate we have no woodcock but snipes wild ducks & teal most people every day in 
the winter season and some people most indeed catch the teal in winter and keep them all the 
year. Hares are very cheap and good but Partridges are but the name for they are as dry as a 
stick. They make the bread like French bakers & it is as white as snow Muffins &c and all sorts 
whatever can be made of milk & eggs Custards, Trifles &c and all sorts of Pattry [sic] is in 
perfection the butter is fresh every day and is very nice they take very little pains to beat it up as 
it comes crumbling in general but for Table and all people who make their own butter have it as 
fine as in England & indeed are very ostentatious in displaying it for they have for table butter 
made into a kind of model with leaves turning back like a pine Apple or Cabbage 

Nothing can be a greater mistake than the general idea that in India Ladies have nothing 
to do. It is an absolute labour to explain anything to the servants they speak so little english for if 
you explain they cannot remember the - men are the best. It will not do to bring out notions too 
delicate here for they come to you in all places and in all causes you must write notes about 
every thing We have two women one whose whole business it is to sweep the kitchen and to 
make curry for a man never cooks that dish nor ever sweeps. The other sweeps the rooms I 
have a maid that waits on me who is as all are without any exception or without any idea of 
shame a W -4 & a Tipler & chews beetle all day she is dressed according to custom with rings 
on her toes hands and bracelets earrings (3) gold chains & necklaces &c she cou'd not stick a 
pin in your handkerchief thread a needle nor comb [?] your hair nor help you on with one bit of 
cloth[ing] & is a story teller & stupid I do not know if she be a thief but others I have had with all 
this gold geelry [?] here is neither Hair dresser or Milliner and even ones lace we must wash 
ourselves and make all caps hats &c you will wonder why such maids are kept but they wash 
your feet & drive out the musquitoes [sic] and such trifles Women of Cast are very good but they 
never go to service so one has only these creatures who act for one. The wives and daughters 
of the mad [sic] servants would not wait on anybody and their daughters are married about ten 

 
 

2 Karanda, or calacca (Carissa carandas). 
3 A castrated male sheep is called a wether. 
4 Whore? 



years old tho they do not live with their husbands till 13 - or 14 - these women are very chaste 
and good and never marry again if they loose [sic] their husbands - 

 
Coppy'd from Mrs. C - letter [Mrs Clark?] 

 


